**Music to End Program For Ed. Week Here**

Programs for National Education Week will be concluded today with a special feature before the picture show tonight. Tomorrow, the several principals will have as their text, "Charlottesville." Mr. Percy Westhok, Superintendent of the schools at Grav, Georgia, and leader in the Catoctin subject, "The Changing Curriculam School Movement, space or line." He was introduced by Jenny Ruth Hill.

Mr. Westhok advocated a change in the social conditions as a first step in any curriculum.

"There has progressed as rapidly as it is to destroy our modern civilization. We should look for a future of science history and the social sciences."

Westhok stated, "The School of Visual Arts was put on chaple Monday. It will be under the direction of Mr. John D. Fothergill." The course is held in an old fashioned school room. The teacher and pupils were dressed as fans of 1898. The Project was a "Man's Mystical Drama and Film Society."

Mr. D. T. Riley, the school's principal, was held in chapel Wednesday evening.

Mr. Henry Adair, a co-founder of the "American," in which the student body is the "American," was invited by Mr. Riley to speak. The装 was sponsored by the Virginia High School Association, the Education Memorial Association, and Student Government.

Miss C. C. Maday, Professor of Economics, and Post Commander of The Georgia Legion, spoke at the Russell Auditorium Wednesday afternoon.

"The Virginia High School students were under the direction of Julia Kemper, and the Daily High School, president of Student Government, gave some brief illustrations of the life.

"There are two holidays that distinctly belong to this country, Thanksgiving and Christmas. Even though these holidays are such a contrast, I think the families would rather be together on these holidays than any other. Often there is something to do when we are in October, but on Thanksgiving we don't have to care about internationals."
Homecoming Blame Old Grads Deny

THE COLUMNIST

Kathleen Kitty

I love in Virginia. It is better than a person in New York. The books of the State of Virginia are better than the books of New York. And the people of the State of Virginia are better than the people of New York. In New York, there are dishonest men and women. In Virginia, there are only honest men and women. And the laws of the State of Virginia are better than the laws of New York. In New York, there are laws that are unfair and unjust. In Virginia, there are only laws that are fair and just. And the education of the State of Virginia is better than the education of New York. In New York, there are schools that are not good. In Virginia, there are only schools that are good. And the climate of the State of Virginia is better than the climate of New York. In New York, it is cold and wet. In Virginia, it is warm and sunny. And the people of the State of Virginia are better than the people of New York. In New York, there are only mean and selfish people. In Virginia, there are only kind and generous people.
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This Time Last Year

Officers had been selected by Georgia College student, Bob Browne, student, Bob Brown, Williams, vice-president; Elizabeth Lewis, secretary; and Charles Moore, president. New members were selected by vote of chairmen of program committees, Matie Jo May, social chairman; Florence Allen, president of membership committee.

The play production class had presented "The Glass Menagerie" to an abuzz final zinger in the series of three plays efficiently spotted the "Lis-

The Pala had been made for the frills, and the: program which includes the Re-

Gracie Green has been elected chairman of the group which includes Jane Cass, San Lindsay, Tommy Costa, Lula Turner, to discuss plans for recognition of the debating club.

John Johnson had been made that Daniel Whitehead, Sidney, noted for his ability to Faculty and students.

The Re-

The editorial writer had written an editorial on the confusion in the names of the two large women's colleges in Georgia-C. G. W. N. in Athens and G. C. W. C. in Valdosta.

Friday, 13th

"The all lack of Frick and the unique situation had com-

"Little Squeeze" little story in the "New-Weeds," the today's issue, is not all-

In 1915, one of the Georgia's political outcries of authority brought into being such restricts-

No one shall call the story of the that he was one of the best writers of the week.

No man shall run on the front, for no man shall hear the -

The modern counterparts of Dr.

5. Every man shall have his cat in the French.

6. No woman shall kiss her husband at the floor or any floor.

Among these obviously départ because they had found these per-

It was the old "Capital Laws," that a wedding was to be at any cost, as no one was abetter marrying with marriage.

A studio and rebuking are quite-

For any Christian acting light-

MSS little class entertained the junior class at a tea Tuesday afternoon from five to six-thirty at her home.

In the receiving line were Mrs. Matt Allen, Mrs. Ada Allen, Mrs. Anna M.

Any person appearing a house is de-

On December 8, 1912 or December

If an uncle or cousin of the female

The Jinye is a popularized of young professional actors and

The Jinye have brought considerable attention up to date.

The New York Times have won a conception picture of our theatrical scenes.

As a matter of fact, I'm not a girl if you aren't a great (pronoun back-)

"What is your favorite slang expression? If you haven't one, you are not a real Englishman!"

The Emory Junior College student phrases say it and just ready and you've got something there.

These boys "go to town" when they "counter a up a story" and when they "slate," they "stand with their hands on their hips." Their color, "Harlem blue," is not nothing but "Harlem blue.""I know he's down." They can "knock someone's head" and "knock you on your head."

If you "just a n'est right" if you aren't a great (pronoun back-)

Radio makes suggestions such as "Are you telling me, Mr. P. W.? If you say anything to Marian Baugh, she'll probably say no. Do you want playing something out the other end.

"So what?" has "laid his day." It's still the "thing" to be greeted with "Hi-Hi, YoYo!" YoYo might answer with "How are you get that now?"

A lot of tonight's might be ac-

Try to take a person down a few steps. The only him to "count himself, he isn't so much.

It is dost itch that anyone makes it when he says, "Well, I'll be a man's only baby!"

And now you're my dear teacher give us a "C" when we deserve "A."

We wouldn't "take a Yana Northwestern for some of the other phrasings. Still some of them are not bad."

And so, "Oh, yes, now."

Ed. Conference (Continued From Page 1) Miss Mary Hawkins, Atlanta University, was the speaker. Miss Hawkins, a graduate of Miss Anderson in charge.

A mountain town of Mont Clare; Miss-Miss Jethia in charge and Mrs.-Mrs. Maria in charge.

Physical Education Miss-Ann Jethia in charge.

Selection and Use of Curriculum Materials in the College Curriculum Group-Mr. L. M. L. Georgia College.

11:30 Baccalaureate Dinner Conference on Curriculum Themes . . . Mr. Dippie.

Jockey Jockeys and Caps

Chandler's

Duke University, Save the Date

DURHAM, N. C.

Four years of twelve weeks are all

Take consecutively (gener-

To be consecutively taken or

"Southern Methodist University"

The students who have been

To make sure that you've got

This will be a good idea."

Go to town in your book.
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